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Introduction 41 42

UVR measurement in ecotoxicological studies. Ozone decline during the 1980s and 1990s 43
increased the amount of ultraviolet radiation (UVR) reaching the Earth's surface [1] , raising concern 44 about the impacts of UVR on biological systems [2] . Since then, a huge research effort has focused on 45 assessing and predicting UVR impacts on human and natural ecosystems at different biological scales 46 [2] . 47
48
Because of the importance of algae and macrophyta as primary producers in aquatic environments, the 49 effects of UVR effects on these organisms has been studied extensively [3, 4] . In aquatic environments, 50 numerous materials absorb and scatter light, contributing to vertical light attenuation. These include 51 dissolved substances [5, 6] , particles [7, 8] and organisms [9] . Vertical light attenuation processes 52 result in a decrease of the intensity and changes in the light spectrum. While light attenuation is 53 routinely considered in ecological studies of UVR [10] , it is not often considered in ecotoxicity studies 54 using algae or other aquatic organisms [11, 12] . In such studies, the responses of organisms are 55 generally related to doses of UV that are calculated using measurements of UV intensity at the surface 56 of experimental vessels or liquid media. While UVR extinction may be irrelevant under certain 57 conditions (i.e., low cell densities, low depth of experimental vessels and high media transparency), 58 the cell concentrations required for laboratory studies are expected to significantly attenuate UVR 59 intensity [13, 14] . Clearly, in that way, doses received by algae cells during UVR exposure can be 60 overestimated, leading researchers to conclude that the observed effects occur at lower doses than the 61 real ones [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . 62 63
Integrative approaches for PAR modelling and UVR extinction assessment. Standardised 64
procedures have been proposed for calculating the vertical attenuation coefficients for photo-65 synthetically active radiation (PAR) models based on phytoplankton suspensions [13, 20] . In the case 66 of UVR, recent studies have demonstrated that simple laboratory measurements allow for establishing 67 reliable relationships between concentrations of optically active substances (such as chlorophyll, 68 dissolved organic matter and total suspended solids) and the underwater UVR light climate in natural 69 systems [10] . 70 71 These approaches are based on the theoretical assumption that light passing through a dilute 72 suspension of cells should obey Beer-Lambert's law [10] . Accordingly, optical density is proportionate 73 to the number of cells [21, 22] . Nonetheless, other factors, such as cell size, cell shape and intracellular 74 pigment concentration, can modify light attenuation in a cell suspension [13, 20] . Even if the major 75 factors that determine light extinction characteristics in cell suspensions are identified, the specific 76 absorption of light is not a linear function of either pigment concentration or cell size [23] . The non-77 linearity of light absorption results from the "package effect", which represents the decreased light 78 absorption of pigments contained in particles relative to the absorption of the same pigments in 79 solution [13] . Nevertheless, studies of various phytoplankton species have shown significant 80 relationships between cell size and volume and light absorption, indicating that morphological and 81 population parameters may be useful for developing improved models that link biological and optical 82
properties [14] . At present, there is a lack of methodological approaches for laboratory studies that 83 consider UVR extinction. 84 85 1.3. Objectives of the study. The goal of this study was to improve the measurement of UVR intensity 86 in algal cultures under agitation (assuming that the cells would be moving throughout the entire 87 medium in the vessel) by calculating UVR extinction coefficients. A spectroradiometer that provides a 88 spectral power distribution (power per unit area per unit wavelength) was used. We also tested a 89 radiometer equipped with simpler UVA and UVB integrative sensors. UVA and UVB extinction were 90 measured using different algal densities of two strains of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and 91
Synechocystis sp. to test the robustness of our proposed approach. The extinction coefficients (k) for 92 UVA and UVB were calculated and modelled as a function of OD (the optical density, a proxy for 93 number of cells). We demonstrated that our approach was a rapid method for using light absorption to 94 with an emission maximum between 330 and 350 nm (Fig. 1) . Because borosilicate is transparent to 131 UVR radiation, the beaker walls were wrapped with black tape to prevent UVR light from entering 132 from a lateral surface). The spectroradiometer (JAZ-EL 200, Ocean Optics, 830 Douglas Ave., 133 Dunedin, FL, USA) was placed under the beaker and a full spectrum scan was recorded that 134 represented the UVR intensity on the bulk surface. The beaker was then filled step-by-step with the 135 appropriate volume of algal culture (of a certain cell density), such that with each step the culture 136 depth (z) increased by 1 cm. UVR intensity was recorded after a few seconds (3-5 s), as soon as the 137 UVR values had stabilised and prior to sedimentation of the cells. New aliquots were added using a 5 138 mL pipette, which provided sufficient flow to mix the entire liquid column. This assured a 139 homogeneous light pathway for UVR from the surface of the liquid to the sensor in the bottom of the 140 beaker for each sample. This method had been previously applied successfully to measure irradiance 141 extinction in a volume of water that was too shallow to use a radiometer [10] and measuring systems were tested (Tab. 1). To examine the role of cell density in UVR extinction, 165 three different (i.e., independently developed) cultures of C. reinhardtii CC125 at varying cell 166 densities were exposed to UVR using the fluorescent tubes previously described. UVR extinction was 167 measured in a borosilicate beaker using a spectroradiometer (Exp. 1, 2 and 8). See details of the whole 168 experimental setup in Figure 2 . To assess the influence of different UV measuring devices on 169 extinction calculations, an integrative radiometer was used (Exp. 7). C. reinhardtii (137C+ 83.81) was 170 used in Experiments 3, 4, 5 and 6). UVR extinction was measured in a Uthermöl chamber using HTC 171 lamps and the integrative radiometer. The potential effects of using different UVR lamps, measuring 172 devices and vessels were tested in Experiment 9. Finally, to test the influence of smaller-sized algae on 173 UVR extinction, Synechocystis PCC 6803 wild type (Institute Pasteur, France) was used (Exp. 10). In 174 this case, UVR extinction was measured in borosilicate beakers using the PMA2100 Radiometer. Jose, USA). Excel was used for fitting the linear models. To assess the range of cell density for which 179 our approach was most robust, r squared modelling terms were used (see Figure 3C) . were those with the highest cell densities. These differences can be attributed to the fact that the 218 sensors on the integrative spectroradiometer only record part of the incident energy (approximately 219 64%). This effect was even more apparent for UVB radiation than for the UVA range. For these 220 cultures, k uvb was between 30 and 80% higher than k uva . This difference reflected the higher extinction 221 of UVB (i.e., lower penetration in the water column) in the cell suspensions (see k values in Fig. 4-A1  222 vs. A2). dose received by a cell suspension as a function of cell density using three methods: a) measuring the 256 UVR intensity reaching the surface of the cell suspension, b) calculating k uva and k uvb using a 257 spectroradiometer (more accurate) and c) calculating k uva and k uvb using a radiometer (less accurate). 258 UVR intensity reaching the cell suspension was 9.54 and 1.56 mW cm -2 for UVA and UVB, 259 respectively, for 1 hour in a beaker (10 cm depth). For these calculations, we used data from 260 Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (see Tab. 1 for details), and the doses are shown in Figure 5 . Without 261 considering UVR extinction, UVR dose was not dependent on cell density (black points on Fig. 5A  262 and 5B). In contrast, UVR dose based on k was dependent on cell density and had lower values. UVA 263 dose was overestimated by 1.4 to 20 times, depending on the cell density. The overestimation was 264 higher for the highest cell densities. UVB dose was overestimated by 1.8 to 39 times. Even if the 265 radiometer measurements underestimated UVR dose compared to the spectroradiometer measurements, 266 the values obtained with the radiometer method provided a more realistic estimate of UVR does than 267 the estimates obtained by measuring UVR intensity at the surface of the liquid. 268 269 3.4. Practical considerations. At high cell densities, UVB radiation fell below the detection limit 270 at z > 1; and the extinction coefficients were calculated using only two data points (z = 0 cm and z = 1 271 cm). Accordingly, in these cases almost all UVA and UVB light (99%) was attenuated within the first 272 centimetres (z < 10 cm) of the suspensions (see details in Tab. 1 
, last two columns). It is thus important 273
to do not use cell densities higher of that leading to the complete UVR attenuation. 274
275
Another effect observed with the beakers was that at z > 4, UVA and UVB intensities slightly 276
increased. This was due to the "lense effect" of the beaker walls, but could only be observed under 277 very transparent media conditions, such as in the samples with very low cell densities. This may also 278 help explain the poor fit of the data to the Beer Lambert equation for these samples. When the beaker 279 was almost full, more light was diverted towards the sensor that, at a lower culture depth, would have 280 been absorbed by the walls of the beaker (or more likely, by the black tape with which the beaker was 281 wrapped). For that reason, some of the data points were excluded from the model fitting. This effect 282 would be most likely be specific to each particular experimental setup, depending on the distance of 283 the lamp from the vessel and the type of vessel used. For this reason, and the differences that may arise 284 from using the different UVR measuring devices in the market, it is always need to calibrate the 285 experimental setup used (see section 3.1). 286
287
The similarity between k values calculated in this study and those measured in real environments 288 showed that our approach provides much more realistic calculations of UVR dose than those based in 289 UVR intensity at the surface of the liquid. The accuracy of k calculations may be improved by 290 considering sensor shape corrections (e.g., the use of common plane sensors versus the spherical 291
sensors used in open waters), and applying calibrations for the different media encountered by the light 292 pathway from the lamp to the sensor, the differences with our method would be small. Nevertheless, 293 the simplicity and affordability of the our approach, and the robustness (shown using different 294 measuring setups, different algal species and different pigment concentrations) result in more precise 295 UVR dose response calculations, allowing for comparing results among various natural and in-vivo 296 studies. This experimental approach would be also useful for other than photosynthetic cell 297 suspensions. 
411
volume is added to the column, the depth of the column increases, and UVA and UVB intensity is recorded.
412
The resulting UVR intensity data are plotted against depth and the Beer-Lambert equation is used to obtain (see Table 1 
